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DOSIS automation provides the most cost-effective blister card 
automation in the LTC market; products that take the difficult 
hand-filling process and make it simple.

DOSIS by Manchac Technologies — 
Focused on Making Blister Card  
Filling Simple

Company Background
DOSIS® products by Manchac Technologies are designed to 
enhance efficiencies in your pharmacy. Our products enhance 
your pharmacy to fill blister type products, as well as manage 
the workflow and sorting for all your pharmacy’s prescriptions.  
Led by Randall Murphy and Monroe Milton, Manchac was 
founded by veteran pharmacy automation engineers, and has 
over 150 years of  collective industry experience. Manchac will 
continue to leverage their team’s talents and skills to lead an ever-
growing pharmacy market serving long-term care and assisted 
living facilities, while expanding into other pharmacy markets.

Product Overview
Manchac is focused on pharmacy automation solutions that 
provide true benefit to pharmacies servicing long-term care, 
institutional, and correctional facilities. All of  our robotic 
automation products focus on five critical points that separate our 
solutions from other industry providers.

Hands-Free: Each system automatically fills, seals, and where 
applicable, labels medication blister card prescriptions.

Seamless Integration: Connecting directly to your pharmacy 
management software, our products are used for filling daily/on-
demand and cycle prescriptions.

Rules-Based: Rules are predetermined so that our robotic solution 
fills the prescriptions as your filling technicians would, with the 
bonus of  working after hours.

Small Footprint: Each of  the robotic products occupy the 
minimum amount of  floor space compared to our competitors. 
This allows us to fit into any size pharmacy so that our value per 
square foot is unmatched.

Affordable: All of  our solutions can be easily justifiable based on 
your pharmacy pain points. Let us work with you to achieve your 
production and financial goals!

Features & Options
n Single Medication Solutions
The L60 robot fills the traditional blister (bingo card), typically 
containing a 28/30/31 medication day supply. The output of the L60 
is patient labeled and ready to deliver to your customer. The L60 
is the most flexible, single-medication automation on the market, 
handling calendar filling and skip dosing, as well as splitting out “day 
packs.” The C60 robot fills a half-card, which is a 15/16-day supply 
often used for schedule two to four medications or short-cycle  
filling scenarios.

n Unit Dose Medication Solutions
The U60 is a fully automated, single medication packaging robotic 
solution. Within the robot, for each card produced, each individual 
blister cup is labeled on the back of the card. For example: drug 
name, manufacturer, lot number, and expiration date can be applied 
to each pill location/cup. For many states that allow reclamation, the 
U60 is the best solution. U60 is the latest addition to the DOSIS 
automation suite.

Ordering Information
For more information, call Manchac Technologies at (877) 626-
2422, or email sales@manchac.com.


